
THE TOP HAT 
 
 
Prologue 
 
Even on that day, June 24th, 1944, Ciccill’o ferroviere1 had appeared in the sky to  make its  
usual flight over  the railroad. The local population had learned to know it and that Ciccill’o 
ferroviere never dropped bombs: it arrived, flew over the railroad and then went away. 
Perhaps its task was to take some pictures. But that day was not an usual  day. That day, 
Ciccill’o ferroviere dropped some fragmentation bombs. There were one dead and four 
wounded. For Salerno’s inhabitants, the bombs of Ciccill’o ferroviere became the 
beginning of an endless nightmare.  
 
There would have been no opening bombardment. Many militaries did not like that 
decision. And not only the colonels or the generals. For the most part of the junior officers 
and soldiers that decision had seemed a heresy and its author an apostate. Since when the 
war had become “ modern”, the guns and the warplanes were used to “ soften” the enemy, 
in order to facilitate the action of the infantries. In particular on occasion of  a landing. But 
this time the reasoning had been different: bombing the shores and the inland would have 
thwarted the surprise effect and put the enemy on alert. Thus no artillery starting fire. In 
practice it signified, perhaps, to surprise the enemy, but it signified also to land the assault 
troops without an effective cover. That’s why that decision had seemed senseless or, at 
least, dangerous.  
However, the American GIs and the British marines onboard of the gigantic landing craft 
coming from North African and Sicilian harbours and in route towards the littoral of 
Campania , Italy , were not concerned. On the contrary, their morale was high. More: they 
were almost glad.  The tension accumulated during the previous hours had dissolved as, at 
18:30 p.m. of September 8th ,  Radio Algiers had brought them the voice of the Commander 
in Chief, General Dwight D. Eisenhower , “Ike” as he was known. That voice had said: Italy 
has accepted an armistice,  has surrendered, and does not fight anymore. That notice had 
been  hailed with screams of enthusiasm. The curses against the missed opening 
bombardment, were turned in exclamations of joy. For the men sailing towards Italy,  Ike's 
words have an only signification : once ashore, they would have been received by exultant 
crowds.  The officers had struggled very much for bringing them all back down to earth.  
Some hours after Eisenhower’s notice, Marshal Pietro Badoglio, new chief of Italian 
government , announced the armistice. He concluded: “ The Italian Armed Forces will 
react against every kinds of attacks having other origin”. Individuating that “ origin” was 
even too easy.  
For Italy and the Italians it was a bad situation.  
 
The Germans believed probable a defection of Italy. And they had acted consequently. Got 
over the anger and the indignation after Mussolini’s fall, Hitler had sent fresh troops to 
Northern Italy. In order to strengthen Kesselring, he said, in the event that the Allies  
invaded the Peninsula. But, in truth, those troops should have been used to disarm the 
Italian troops and take the  control of the Country, when Badoglio had come out into the 
open. Badoglio, in fact, was double-crossing: he declared his loyalty to the alliance with 
Germany and, in the meanwhile, he was negotiating with the Allies. Why, in fact,  had 
General Giuseppe Castellano gone incognito to Lisbon? To admire the sunsets on the 
Tagus? To taste the bacalhau? 
For their part, the Allies were, to use an oxymoron, in a friendly disagreement. Since the 
beginning of the conflict, there was a basic political misunderstanding. The key word 
Europe First risked to be a simple slogan without any signification if  why, how and where 



had not been defined. And that had value also for the Italian situation. The Casablanca and 
Quebec summits had not cleared what to do after the conquer of Sicily. Stopping every 
operation in Italy or using Sicily as a basis to make new and more important operations in 
the Peninsula? The Americans did not like a further engagement in Italy; for the British – 
and for their Prime Minister, Winston Churchill- not engaging in Italy would have been a 
“sheer disaster”. It was impossible to keep idle so many men for almost a year in the 
Sicilian and North African ports , waiting for Overlod as for Godot. Finally, an agreement 
was found and the landing in Italy was decided.   
In order to obtain what? This continued to be unclear. Mussolini had fallen, Badoglio was 
negotiating secretly with the Allies, soon Italy would have left the conflict. Why to invade 
it? In order to deflate the "soft underbelly" of the Axis and to reach quickly the Balkans as 
the British wanted? For forcing the Germans to remove some troops from Normandy? For 
occupying the airports in Southern Italy - in particular Foggia - in order to make possible 
the bombardment of the oil fields of Ploesti as the Americans hoped ? 
If the “why” continued to be controversial, the “where” and the “when” were individuated 
pretty soon. Already in August, the military analysts were asked to plan plans – code name 
Top Hat – to land a landing force in Campania and in Calabria with the task to go up the 
Peninsula, the former along the Tyrrhenian  side, the latter along the Adriatic side. Final 
goal: Naples.  
Two rabbits had gone out from the Top Hat of the military analysts: Baytown and 
Avalanche.  Lt General Bernard Law Montgomery was to land in Calabria and go up with  
the Eighth Army along the Adriatic  side(Baytown); Lt General Mark W. Clark with  the 
Fifth Army was to land at Salerno, to converge towards Naples and join himself with the 
British colleague(Avalanche).  
Choosing Salerno was an obliged move. The first option had been, obviously, Naples. But 
the harbour had been mined by the Germans, the shores were not suitable and in addition 
Naples was situated on the boundary of the range of the allied fighters. Once reached 
Naples, in fact, the planes could fly over the zone of operations only for a half-hour. 
Rejected Naples, there were other two options: the Gulf of Gaeta and Salerno. Gaeta- liked 
by Clark- was situated more afar than Naples  and for this reason it was not even 
considered. Salerno became, thus, the only place of the landing. 
It was a complex operation. But, despite the complexity of that operation, Eisenhower 
should have fulfilled it with reduced forces. Seven divisions, in fact, should have left Italy 
to England in preparation of Overlord. In addition, there were few landing craft. Making 
two landings in the same time, thus, was impossible. Operation Baytown would have been 
launched first; Avalanche ( the landing at Salerno) would have been  made a week later. A 
third amphibious operation had been planned: operation Slapstick , the occupation of the 
harbours of Taranto and Brindisi. On paper everything seemed easy. But in practice? Von 
Clausewitz wrote: “ War is very simple, but in war the simplest things become very 
difficult.” 
 
On September 3rd ,  Montgomery’s men( XIII Army Corps) cross the Messina Strait and 
begin to land in Calabria. The resistance is weak. Kesselring has left General Traugott 
Herr’s LXXVI armoured Corps to guard the zone. Its task is to withdraw fighting. Or, 
better, to withdraw flattening. The bridges, the roads, the railways were to be made 
useless. Goal: to delay Eighth Army’s advance as much as possible. The German Field 
Marshal, in fact, has not fallen into the trap. He has assessed Monty’s manoeuvre as a 
secondary manoeuvre and he has moved no reserve unit toward Calabria. The speed of the 
advance of the Eighth Army is not linked  with the German resistance, but with the time 
that the  British engineers need for clearing the terrain . It is not an effortless operation: 
advancing quickly is impossible.  



On September 9th, the paratroopers of the First British Division, gone down from  the ships 
led by Italian militaries through the mined zone, occupy quickly the port of Taranto , as 
planned by Operation Slapstick. In truth, landing troops at Taranto would not be 
necessary. The agreements of the armistice signed on September 3rd,  the so called “short 
armistice”,  gave  the Allies the availability of  the ports of Taranto and Brindisi.  However, 
Eisenhower orders the First Division to land: he hopes  the Germans send troops to face 
the landing , by moving them from Salerno. As the Germans do not send troops, at 
Taranto( September 9th) and at Brindisi ( September 12th ) the Allies meet  in practice no 
resistance.  And up to this point, all is well.  
 
At Salerno, instead, something is wrong already from the beginning. The two British 
divisions initially engaged – the 46th  and the 56th  – land north of the Sele River in 
Montecorvino’s zone; the American 36th Division – the "Texas" division -- lands south of 
the river in the zone of Paestum. On the left flank of the deployment, some units of 
American Rangers and British Commandos head towards the passes of the Sorrento 
Peninsula to occupy them and block the vital communications roads. They succeed easily 
enough .  
But on their right side,  Lt General McCreery’s  X Corps meets a steady and unexpected 
resistance. Although no opening bombardment has been carried out, there has been no 
surprise.  The Germans – on alert for long time -- have occupied the heights. At Salerno, 
they can count, for the moment, only on the units of Major General Rudolf Sieckenius 
(16th Panzer Division) , organized, however, with ability by their commander. Divided in 
four operative groups, every of which is formed by an infantry regiment supported by 
artillery and tanks, Siechenius’ division is able to contrast the landings on both  banks of 
the river Sele. The Luftwaffe, for its part, does not spare its missions. Several landing craft 
are sunk. Amidst the Allies, the mess and the disorientation are increasing. In the 
meanwhile, the 26th armoured division is recalled by Kesselring from the Adriatic front in 
order to strengthen Sieckenius.  
In the same time, in Rome the Italian troops  have been disarmed by the Germans and 
Kesselring can move von Vietinghoff’s Tenth Army to Salerno. Here, in his own sector, the 
36thdoes not make significant progress; in the opposite sector, the British are hammered 
by the artillery fire and attacked by the Luftwaffe. Only when the naval guns intervene, 
some improvements are obtained. However, on September 9th, at evening, the bridgehead 
is consolidated. The British are occupying a deep zone, the Americans are occupying the 
plain of the Sele and have advanced for about ten kilometres. Between 10th and 12th 
September, the bridgehead is further consolidated: Now it is 15 kilometres wide and about 
hundred kilometres long. The landing of men and materiel is regular ; the troops are ready 
to move inland.  
But on September 13th, the Germans attack. The Hermann Goering Division attacks 
northward, as the bulk of the 13th Army slips into the corridor between the two allied 
armies along the Sele River. The river, in fact, separates the invasion forces and prevents 
them to join themselves . The advance is quick and overwhelming. Montgomery is still far 
from Clark and cannot, for the moment, help him. More: Because of the poor weather, the 
victor at El Alamein has stopped his troops in order to give them some rest. At this point 
Clark, wanting to close the gap, throws the 82nd Airborne Division in the hole in which the 
Germans have slipped.  
The paratroopers’ drop is perfect. The men of the 82nd land in the assigned sectors and, 
along with the “Texas”, slow down, but do not stop completely von Vietinghoff’s men. They 
are stopped, however, by a collapsed bridge over the Calore river. The American artillery 
exploits the situation and strikes hard. But when some German units arrive at few hundred 
meters from the sea, there where only few men – cooks, quartermasters and lorry drivers- 



are deployed  at the defence of the frontline, Clark thinks to re-embark his men and land 
them elsewhere, more southward.  
It will not be necessary. General Alexander, aware of the danger in which Clark is, has 
made move a powerful naval squad from Malta. For his part, sir Arthur Tedder, 
commander of the allied Air Force, has sent to Salerno all his available bombers and 
fighter-bombers. 
The projectiles of the naval guns and the bombs of the aircraft pour a fire avalanche on  
Kesselring’s troops (and on the Italian civilian population). Unable to face that hell of fire, 
the German Field Marshall, in accord with von Vietinghoff, orders his soldiers to leave the 
shores and  reach the defensive lines built along the road to Rome.  
On September 16th , some patrols of the Eighth Army join  with the invasion force landed at 
Salerno; on October 1st the Allies enter Naples, where the population has rebelled and 
expelled the Germans. The streets are empty. To Clark Naples seems “ a city of ghosts” . 
 
Murphy’s war. 
 
Audie Murphy was an American actor. He starred in several movies. He is famous, in 
particular, for having performed. ..himself. Audie Murphy, in fact, was a soldier during the 
Second World War, fought many battles, was awarded many times, began as a private, was 
discharged as a major.  
His most famous movie is entitled "Hell and Back". It is not a good movie under the artistic 
point of view, but it is based on facts that really happened during the war in Italy. These 
facts, however, are represented by a mythological- heroic approach and not by a realistic 
approach. The war itself is seen more as an exciting adventure than as a terrible calamity 
for the whole of mankind. 
Audie Murphy took part to Operation Avalanche during the pursuit of the withdrawing 
Germans.   His division - the Third Infantry Division under Major General Lucian 
Truscott- was landed nine days after D-Day. Its task was to cut the roads along which the 
Germans were withdrawing. It was not an easy task.  Audie Murphy distinguished  in 
particular during the battle for Acerno. Because the bravery demonstrated during that 
battle he was appointed sergeant.   
Murphy's war - that one, i.e. told  in “Hell and Back” - is not very similar to the real war. In 
Murphy’s war, the blunders and the mistakes do not exist. If and when some mistakes 
exist, some extraordinary brave men ( as Murphy, indeed) resolve the situation. In short, 
Murphy's war - that one on the screen, of course- is a war in which the protagonists are 
similar to the super-heroes acting in some comic strips and in some movies of today.  
 
“A military fiasco”.   
 
Unlike  what is told by "Heel and Back" and by similar movies, at Salerno there were no 
super-heroes. There was, instead, a common bravery - and for this reason extraordinary-- 
but also there were great blunders. Those blunders cost to the Allies more than ten 
thousand casualties, considering dead, wounded, missing in action( the German casualties 
were about four thousand). The American military historian Eric Morris defined the whole 
operation " a military fiasco". His assessment , more or less, is shared also by an other 
important military historian, Carlo D'Este.  
But what were those blunders? What flaws were contained into the general plan? The 
Allies had the naval and aerial superiority, more troops than the Germans, the initiative on 
the battlefield. And however, they risked to be defeated and thrown into the sea.  Why?  
We have already touched shortly on the basic political question: what to do in Italy? Why 
did Italy have to be invaded? The opinions were discordant and  , thus, Avalanche was left 
without a precise strategic  goal. Not solving that basic misunderstanding  was, perhaps, 



the greatest blunder. Montgomery said, more or less: “ I was ordered to invade Italy, but 
nobody told me why.” 
Under a strictly military point of view, Avalanche should have allowed the Allies to build a 
solid operation base in the Peninsula and to occupy the excellent port of Naples. Once 
joined their Armies, Montgomery and Clark should have continued the operations towards 
Rome, exploiting the new situation in Italy after the signature of the armistice. For many 
military analysts and officers – Alexander included—reaching Rome would have been a 
kind of walk. A kind of walk? 
In order to put in action Avalanche, two Army Corps had been designed: the Tenth ( 
British, Lt General Richard McCreery) and the Sixth ( American, Major General Ernest 
J.Dawley). Both were Army Corps only on paper. The Tenth was formed by two infantry 
divisions, the 46th and the 56th.  The First, instead,  was formed only by one division, the 
36th  “ Texas” under command of Major General Fred L. Walker. This division, in addition, 
had in its ranks many inexperienced soldiers. Why only three divisions? The reason is 
simple: Because there were few landing craft.  
It is true: the landing force was integrated by some units of Rangers and British 
Commandos; it could have counted on the support of two powerful naval squads, and, 
from the second day ( D+1) also on the tanks of the 45th armoured division “Thunderbird” ( 
Major General Troy Middleton) , but a fact is incontestable: on the day of the landing (D-
day) the units engaged were too weak for their task. Their zone was too wide: both 
defending and attacking became difficult.  
Moreover, two of those three divisions had defensive tasks: the 36th was, indeed, to secure 
the right flank of the deployment; the 56th was to conquer and hold the airport of 
Montecorvino on the left flank. The result was that “of the nine brigades [ of infantry] 
…available only two were allotted to the task of breaking out of the bridgehead; both 
infantry, marching on foot..” ( D. Graham and S. Bidwell, Tug of war: The battle for Italy, 
1943-45, cited in Carlo D’Este, Fatal Decision, Harper Perennial, 1992-2008). In other 
words, they were to advance without any support of the tanks and artillery and, in 
addition, in a sector where the Germans had occupied the heights, placing on them their 
deadly guns.  
To do the matter more difficult, the invasion force was divided in two parts, separated by 
the Sele River. Result: in the Paestum zone, the 36th “Texas” was an invasion force for 
itself; near Montecorvino, the 56th was acting on its own. The two divisions could neither 
join  nor help each other and were separated by a  15 kilometres long corridor.  
Already when the plan was being prepared, Alexander, fearing the worst, had defined 
Avalanche “ a dangerous gamble”. And from Sicilian “exile”, Patton , once having 
examined the plan, wrote in his diary that the Germans, surely, would have attacked along 
the Sele river. But- who knows why- Clark considered that gap (a kind of chasm) “ not too 
serious”.  
And what about the decision against doing the opening bombardment? When was aware of 
it, Admiral Hewitt, commander of the naval task force, shouted out: the tactical surprise? 
Forget it! Also a young ensign with a map and compasses would immediately understand 
that Salerno is the only place when we can land. If we open fire – was Clark’s answer- the 
Germans will understand and send immediately reinforcements to Salerno. We can not 
run this risk. Thus, no opening bombardment.  
It was a choice like another and it had value like the opposite one. For many officers, 
rather, it was better than the opposite one. For them, a short and quick sudden attack 
would have been more effective than a prolonged bombardment. In theory, perhaps. But in 
practice, at Salerno it did not happen. But , ironically, the naval guns – silent on the D-day-
- were  those which resolved the situation. Without their fire, the invasion force would have 
been , in all probability, thrown into the sea. In this case, the Germans would have scored 
an important military  victory, but a more important media success.   



Also Montgomery was not spared: Too slow, too cautious, even stationary in a crucial 
moment of the battle, when at Salerno the invasion force was under a terrible pressure. 
Alexander demanded to him to advance in a hurry. But could Montgomery  have done 
something else? Here is again Clausewitz’s  statement: war is simple, but in war everything 
is difficult. Weather changed, it has been raining for days,  everywhere there was only mud. 
Fording swollen rivers or overtaking an obstacle after another obstacle could not facilitate 
a quick advance. Montgomery himself, at the beginning of the operation Baytown,  had 
remarked that reaching Clark would have been impossible, because of the too long distance 
between the two Armies. And he had added: is our task  to diverge forces from Salerno? Let 
us feign a diversionary manoeuvre in Calabria and let us increase the pressure  on Salerno. 
By acting in this way we will gain many advantages. Nobody listened at him. More: 
someone criticized him because of these claims.  
The relationships between the commanders, moreover, were bad. McCreery did not hold  
Clark in high regard and Clark considered Mc Creery a “ feather duster” ; in Montgomery’s 
opinion everything was wrong; Eisenhower himself, at a some point, wondered if Clark  
had lost his mind. Amidst the soldiers, it did not go better.   According to the Americans, 
the British were conceited and snotty; for the British, the Americans were unable to 
combat. There were also some mutinies: some British units refused to go to the forefront. 
The mutinies ended thanks to  McCreery’s intervention, but many responsible were court 
martialed.  
 
Epilogue 
 
The German offensive is underway. The Panzergrenadieren are advancing supported by 
tanks and artillery. They are seeming unstoppable. General Dawley, Sixth Army Corps’ 
commander receives a  phone calling. It is Clark. “ How is the situation? What do you mean 
to do in order to stop this German advance?  Nothing- it is the answer-  I have no reserves . 
I can only pray.  
Victory has many fathers, the defeat is an orphan. Not at Salerno. That military fiasco was 
to have a guilty. The Lords of war, it is well known, never make mistakes. And, perhaps, on 
the battlefields, the Lords of war do not invoke God, because invoking Him would be a 
kind of admission of defeat.  
Dawley did it and paid for everybody.    
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1
 Francis the railwayman, in English. Ciccio or Ciccillo in Neapolitan  dialect is a diminutive of Francesco ( Francis). 

But the people of Salerno named Ciccill the  British spotter plane that usually flew over the city. And they did it by 

altering the pronunciation  of the last name of the British Prime Minister, sir Winston Churchill. In other words, for the 

inhabitants of Salerno, Churchill became in their pronunciation, Ciccill.   


